
DEAUVILLE - 14th December 

 
Trainer of the day : Stephan Cérulis (309, 412, 512) 

Jockey of the day : Mickaël Barzalona (101, 202, 512, 610, 703, 805, 903) 

Horse of the day : Marianafoot (610) 

Dark Horse : Desiderata (702) 

 
Race 1 
 
1. INSTRUIT - By Intello out of a Lawman mare. Dam was a seven time winner 
so there will be hopes here  

2. EDREMI - By Ravens Pass out of a Azamour mare. Dam was unraced but this 
is an interesting pedigree 

3. IMBLEVILLE - By Rajsaman out of a Iffraaj mare. Dam was unraced but this 
one might be wll up for this  

4. GOUD CHOP - By Vale Of York out of a Indian Rockett mare. Dam was 
successful four times 

5. TIBASTI - By Dabirsim out of a Green Tune are. Dam won three times and this 
one could be sharp enough  

6. WELCOME VALENTIN - By Tin Horse out of a Johannesburg mare. Dam was 
a three time winner from twenty one runs  

7. KAPTAIN NORDIK - By Sri Putra out of a Myrakalu mare. Dam was unraced 
and this one is best watched  

8. DECIMAL DAY - By Helmet out of a Mujadil mare. Dam was a placed maiden 
and maybe best watched here today  

9. LORD BOBBY - By Sinndar out of a Sendawar mare. Dam was unraced and 
this one will surely want time and further  

10. ABBELLO - By Lawman out of a Sakhee mare. Dam was unraced and could 
be of some interest here  

11. SAHAR - By Zoffany out of a High Yield mare. Dam wasa three time winner 
and could be well worth a look  

 
Summary 
 
This is a newcomers events for males and it signals the start of an unbelievably 
busy day. Jean-Claude Rouget is sure to have his (2) EDREMI well schooled 
ahead of his first day at school and is given the vote. (3) IMBLEVILLE and (1) 



INSTRUIT have nice pedigrees and should run well in front of (9) LORD BOBBY. 
 

 
Selections 

 
(2) EDREMI - (3) IMBLEVILLE - (1) INSTRUIT - (9) LORD BOBBY 

 

 



Race 2 
 
1. CHORBA - By Olympic Glory out of a Zamindar mare. Dam was unraced and 
her only foal to race has been smart winner   

2. ADANA - By Le Havre out of a Storm Cat mare. Dam was a winner in 
Ireland.Her only foal to run has not won  

3. GOLNAR - By Pour Moi out of a Kings Best mare. Dam was a maiden but five 
of her six foals have been winners  

4. JUILLEY - By Mastercraftsman out of a American Post mare. Dam was a six 
time winner so this one could be useful  

5. COTE D'ALBATRE - By Authorized out of a Dalakhani mare. Dam won one 
time and this one is best watched  

6. MADONIA - By Authorized out of a Monsun mare. Dam was a two time winner 
and this one may be better over further  

7. LA MANTICORE - By Rajsaman out of a Sendawar mare. Dam was unraced 
and this one may do better for run  

8. TREZY GIRL - By Racinger out of a Lend A Hand mare. Dam was an eight 
time winner so this one may be worth watching  

9. KANTALUNA - By Sidestep out of a Medicean mare. Dam was decent six time 
scorer so a watching brief here  

10. REALITE - By Intello out of a Linamix mare. Dam was unraced and is another 
to keep an eye on for future  

11. GOODBYE DIANE - By Muhtathir out of a Layman mare. Dam was unraced 
and this one is left alone here  

12. TABASCO FORTE - By Stormy River out of a Invincible Spirit mare. Dam 
appears unraced and this one may need further in time  

13. NONNA LISA - By Make Believe out of a Rock Of Gibraltar mare. Dam was 
unraced but this one is interesting  

14. GREEN CITY - By Elusive City out of a American Post mare. Dam appears 
unraced and may need time this one  

15. PRINCESS LEA - By Gemix out of a Blue Bresil mare. This one will do much 
better over further and in time  

16. RED CLOUD - By Red Dubawi out of a Stormy River mare. May be one for 
handicapping later on  

 
Summary 
 



A big field of newcomers and this time for the fillies only. Nothing to go on as 
such so it is mostly guesswork. (1) CHORBA is already related to a good sort and 
can take it in front of (2) ADANA who also has a nice page. (3) GOLNAR and (9) 
KANTALUNA may go well. Keep an eye on (4) JUILLEY also. 
 

 
Selections 

 
(1) CHORBA - (2) ADANA - (3) GOLNAR - (9) KANTALUNA - (4) JUILLEY 

 

 



Race 3 
 
1. HANABAAL TUN - A three time winner from twenty six and must have a shout 
in weak affair  

2. TRES BELAFFAIR - A four time winner from twenty eight. Runner up last time 
and chance if on a going day  

3. IRISH EMPEROR - A dual winner from fifteen. First and second in last two 
runs at Amiens  

4. WAKY SOL - A three time winner from twenty three runs. May have an each 
way chance at a big price  

5. POLE CELESTE - Four time winner from thirty two but not so good on latest 
few starts  

6. FINN CLASS - Multiple winner in many countries but blew out on latest few 
efforts which was unusual  

7. REALISATOR - Four time winner from sixty. Came in tenth at Chantilly last 
time out  

8. NEIGE ETERNELLE - Thrice a winner from twenty two and definitely has two 
ways of going   

9. POULFOS - A dual winner from thirty one and a frame place is surely best 
hope here  

10. MONTAIGNE - Three time winner from forty six but looks to have zero hope 
on form right now  

11. FANTASTIC BERE - One time winner from twenty six and surely must find 
something from somewhere  

12. PONT NEUILLY - Half a dozen wins from seventy nine and simply cannot be 
fancied here at all  

13. NAMAR - A two time victor from twenty three but is another that must get act 
together  

14. SAN CALIMERO - Just the one win from eighteen and is in no sort of form at 
all right now  

15. MANDFIELD - Placed in three of her twelve starts and will do well to break 
the ice today  

16. SEA WEED - Unplaced on all four attempts and makes zero appeal at this 
moment in time  

 
Summary 
 



(3) IRISH EMPEROR is taken to score in this class three claimer for apprentice 
jockeys. It is not a betting medium as such but a few euros on the selection may 
yield a profit. The four year old gelding is very much in form. (1) HANABAAL TUN 
might bounce back after last time. (8) NEIGE ETERNELLE and (9) POULFOS 
are others to consider along with (13) NAMAR. 
 

 
Selections 

 
(3) IRISH EMPEROR - (1) HANABAAL TUN - (8) NEIGE ETERNELLE - (9) 

POULFOS - (13) NAMAR 
 

 



Race 4 
 
1. COOL REFLECTION - One win from many attempts in Britain. Has not starred 
in two starts in this country  

2. LONE PEAK - Just the five runs. Scored on debut last season. Form only so 
so in three runs this year   

3. HOLD TRUE - One win from eleven which came last season. Has black type 
and second at Chantilly last time  

4. TIPTOP - One win from three runs last season. Sixth in a claimer when last 
seen in March   

5. WALDBLUMCHEN - One win from ten starts and has been Listed placed. Poor 
last time out however  

6. MASETTO - Three runner up placings from seven attempts and sure to be 
winning at some point  

7. SOCRATIC - Just the three runs for big connections and placed in all three of 
those including last two here  

8. VAZY NINIAN - A bit of improvement in latest two from six outings but easily 
tossed aside  

9. ULAN - Placed in Bratislava in one start and out of frame twice in this country  

10. KAVAKNEY - Yet to place from four outings and is very easily dismissed here 
again  

11. SEPTEMS - Remains a maiden after a dozen attempts but was runner up in 
last two at Chantilly  

12. GRACE BERE - Runner up on debut and sole start which came at Chantilly 
in January. Absence to overcome  

13. LITTLE FOLLY - A newcomer by Literato out of a Golan mare. Dam was 
unraced and one of her three foals has been successful  

14. RIDGY - Unplaced on all three starts and looks extremely limited so far 
anyway   

15. HALF LIGHT - A newcomer by Shamardal out of a Singspiel mare. Dam was 
unraced but two of her three foals have scored  

 
Summary 
 
A three year old conditions event here over the mile and a difficult looking one for 
punters to decipher. (12) GRACE BERE might be chancing despite been absent 
since a very good second on debut at Chantilly in January. She proved there that 
she can go well fresh. (3) HOLD TRUE and (5) WALDBLUMCHEN are the form 



candidates for sure with a lesser chance for (7) SOCRATIC. 
 

 
Selections 

 
(12) GRACE BERE - (3) HOLD TRUE - (5) WALDBLUMCHEN - (7) SOCRATIC 

 

 



Race 5 
 
1. WAREGA - Thrice a winner from eighteen runs and best to forgive a last time 
out effort  

2. KALLIKRATES - Still a maiden after twenty nine runs. Placed in a few of those 
but more is required  

3. HEPTATHLETE - One win from twenty two outings. Others may look better 
placed for this  

4. CIRRUS MINOR - Off the mark on penultimate start of fifteen but not so smart 
last time out  

5. BOMBETTA - Just the one win from twenty six. Fourth at Maisons Laffitte last 
time out  

6. JEREMIADE - Four time winner from eighteen but form not there at all now. 
Not fancied 

7. DUSK TILL DOWN - Just the one success from twenty two runs and is 
impossible to fancy here today  

8. ARMORICA - Half a dozen wins from sixty five. Was in form prior to a last time 
out effort  

9. NEELANJALI - Three times a winner from forty nine. Would have each way 
claims here  

10. LA BELLE MAYSON - Just the one success from twenty three runs and it is 
easy to look elsewhere  

11. SENZA FINE - Still a maiden after two dozen starts and for seems to be going 
nowhere now  

12. STORMING OUT - Just the one win from twenty but was runner up at 
Pornichet last time out  

13. BROOKE - Five time winner from fifty seven runs. Placed in latest three so 
not in bad form at all  

14. RACHAEL'S ROCKET - One success from forty seven but cannot be looked 
at here at all so ignored  

15. LA RACEUSE - Four time winner from forty seven outings. Must even better 
a last time out run to hit frame   

16. INTERSTELLAIRE - Still a maiden after fifteen and seems to be regressing 
now if anything  

 
Summary 
 



It is somewhat of a motley crew that turn up for this four and up handicap. 
Wagers should be kept to the minimum. (13) BROOKE just about heads up the 
cast with (12) STORMING OUT maybe best of the others in a supporting role. (8) 
ARMORICA and (1) WAREGA have minor hopes as well as (2) KALLIKRATES. 
 

 
Selections 

 
(13) BROOKE - (12) STORMING OUT - (8) ARMORICA - (1) WAREGA - (2) 

KALLIKRATES 
 

 



Race 6 
 
1. FAS - Five wins from thirteen runs. Runner up at Bordeaux Le Bouscat last 
time out. More is required  

2. VERT PARSLEY - A winner in Spain from six runs. Won on French debut at 
Toulouse in September  

3. NINARIO - A winner and Group placed in native Germany. Will have to up 
game here however   

4. INDYCO - A dual winner from sixteen starts. Fourth last time out at 
ParisLongchamp. Work to do  

5. VOLFANGO - Five time winner from fourteen runs. Scored here on latest start 
and is in form candidate  

6. STUNNING SPIRIT - Half a dozen wins from twenty two. Very smart sort on 
day and has to be recognized  

7. CARLTON CHOICE - Seven time scorer from fifty three runs. Second in a 
Listed here last time over further. Player 

8. KANDERAS - Made it win number three from nine at Chantilly last time and a 
further step up is now required  

9. ESPERITUM - Half a dozen wins from forty six. Will need several of these to 
falter here   

10. MARIANAFOOT - Five wins from thirteen outings. Beaten at highest level last 
time but very much one to look at here  

11. ZENAGH - Just the half dozen outings. Will need to make a major step up to 
be successful   

 
Summary 
 
A competitive Listed event as one would expect from a race with that status. It 
may pay to look no further than (10) MARIANAFOOT for the winner. The highly 
rated Footstepsinthesand entire basically has all the form required to lift this and 
hopefully the price will not be too restrictive. (6) STUNNING SPIRIT can take 
second with (5) VOLFANGO and (3) NINARIO next in line. 
 

 
Selections 

 
(10) MARIANAFOOT - (6) STUNNING SPIRIT - (5) VOLFANGO - (3) NINARIO 

 

 



Race 7 
 
1. OUISTREHAM - A dual winner from ten runs. A place would seem to be the 
very best hope today 

2. DESIDERATA - Placed in five of her six starts and could well break the ice 
today at long last  

3. FIONA - Placed in two of her four outings and will be concerned in the finish 
here 

4. LUCE DES AIGLES - A dual winner from eighteen starts and a place may be 
best hope today  

5. COLOURS - Two wins from eight starts. Third at Agen Le Passage last time 
out. More needed  

6. MERSEY - Off the mark on penultimate start of fourteen but will have to better 
that today  

7. SCARLETT OF TARA - One success from seven. Runner up in latest two so is 
very much in form  

8. HONEY BEAR - One win from half a dozen outings. A nice type but plenty to 
do it seems  

9. KOKOCHA - A triple winner from ten runs and is best to forgive a last time out 
lesser effort  

10. KIWI KISS - Runner up in the first three of seven and should be capable of 
winning at some stage  

11. SVEA - All three runs have come this year. Won on debut but has not come 
forward  

12. RUNWAY - One success from eighteen. Placed in latest three and should put 
up a fair enough show  

13. CAUSEWAY BAY - Has had three runs and was runner up on the last of 
those at Tarbes so going the right way   

14. LUCKY YOU - Placed in two of her nine starts but already looks well exposed 
and discounted  

15. ROLLI DEL'RAIS - Runner up on the last of her six starts which came at 
Craon. That was better  

16. DEZBA - One success from thirteen runs but basically others look much 
better here  

 
Summary 
 



Two runners rather stand out here and they are (2) DESIDERATA and (3) FIONA 
with slight preference for the former. There is very little between the two 
unexposed types to be absolutely fair. (7) SCARLETT OF TARA and (12) 
RUNWAY can scrap for third ahead of (13) CAUSEWAY BAY. The others look 
outclassed. 
 

 
Selections 

 
(2) DESIDERATA - (3) FIONA - (7) SCARLETT OF TARA - (12) RUNWAY - (13) 

CAUSEWAY BAY 
 

 



Race 8 
 
1. TIME TO FLY - A dual winner from seventeen. Has two ways of running but 
chance if on a going day 

2. ALFIERI - Very good strike rate with thirteen wins from fifty seven and very 
much in form  

3. GEORGE THE PRINCE - Thrice a winner in two dozen starts and form is 
simply not there at present  

4. GOOD EFFORT - Former very capable sort in Britain and still to be reckoned 
with here  

5. DEEMSTER - Two wins from a dozen starts and also runner up in latest brace 
at here and ParisLongchamp  

6. BEAU MASSAGOT - Four wins from seventeen runs and cannot be fancied in 
current form at all 

7. DEGRISEMENT - A three time victor from twenty eight runs. May have some 
sort of an each way shout  

8. PRESTBURY PARK - A triple winner from thirty one runs in Britain. May have 
frame claims here   

9. MONSIEUR MEL - Extremely consistent with four wins from twenty seven and 
goes particularly well at Mons  

10. ON THE SEA - A three time victor from twenty three starts. Work to do on 
recent form  

11. FIGHTING IRISH - Thrice a winner from eighteen. Has some very nice back 
form and indeed a big chance today  

12. GYMKHANA - Three time winner from twenty five in Ireland and Britain and is 
noted here too 

13. CHEIKELJACK - Half a dozen wins from twenty three runs and is very hard 
to fancy in current mood  

14. NELKAN - Eighth on debut and sole start in June and will be much best 
watched here today  

 
Summary 
 
A class two conditions event here for four year olds and up and it has an 
International feel to it with some current and ex British and Irish runners taking 
part. However, (5) DEEMSTER, looks the one having been second in his last two 
and can go one better. (2) ALFIERI has a fair shout along with (11) FIGHTING 
IRISH and (4) GOOD EFFORT. 



 

 
Selections 

 
(5) DEEMSTER - (2) ALFIERI - (11) FIGHTING IRISH - (4) GOOD EFFORT 

 


